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Antonio Carluccio, OBE OMRI (Italian pronunciation: [anËŒtÉ”Ë•njo karËˆluttÊƒo]; 19 April 1937 â€“ 8
November 2017) was an Italian chef, restaurateur and food expert, based in London. He has been called "the
godfather of Italian gastronomy", with a career of more than 50 years. He is perhaps best known for his
television appearances, including his partnership with fellow Italian chef Gennaro ...
Antonio Carluccio - Wikipedia
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Slow Cooker Summer Vegetable Soup | Simple Nourished Living
Carbonara (Italian: [karboËˆnaË•ra]) is an Italian pasta dish from Rome made with egg, hard cheese,
guanciale (or pancetta), and pepper.. The recipe is not fixed by a specific type of hard cheese or pasta. The
cheese is usually Pecorino Romano. Spaghetti is the usual pasta, however, fettuccine, rigatoni, linguine, or
bucatini are also used. Either guanciale or pancetta can be used.
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